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INTRODUCTION
As stated in the main paper, the CFIR used Greenhalgh et al’s synthesis [1] as a
starting point, building on their work through review of 17 other models that were
not explicitly included in their review. The CFIR focuses on constructs related
specifically to implementation and subsequent routinization. Greenhalgh et al
describe constructs related to diffusion and dissemination, system antecedents for
innovation, system readiness for innovation, and implementation and routinization.
They describe evidence about influences on implementation as “particularly complex
and relatively sparse…” (page 610) and admit that many of the factors covered in
the other domains also apply to implementation [1]. We combined applicable
constructs from all domains for inclusion in the CFIR. Appendix 2 contains a matrix
showing all the models included in the CFIR and their associated constructs, mapped
onto CFIR constructs.
The remainder of Appendix 1 provides more detail about theoretical and empirical
support for each construct. In most cases, we do not reiterate what is already
included in the other models (as depicted in Appendix 2) – for example, nine of the
19 models include complexity as a significant influence on effective implementation
but generally, we do not reiterate this fact for each construct. We do, however,
provide rationale for significant departures in terminology or definitions embraced by
other models.

I. Intervention Characteristics
Key attributes of interventions influence the success of implementation [1, 2]. There
is broad support for this in the literature across many scientific disciplines.
A. Intervention Source -- Perception of key stakeholders about whether the
intervention is externally or internally developed may influence success of
implementation [1, 3]. The intervention may enter into the organization through an
external source such as a formal research entity or vendor (see also, External Policy
& Incentives under Outer Setting). Alternatively, an intervention may have been
internally developed as a good idea, solution to a problem, or other grass-roots
effort.
An externally developed intervention coupled with lack of transparency in the
decision-making process may lead to implementation failure [4, 5]. Dissemination,
“whose main mechanism of spread is centrally driven and controlled” is negatively
associated with implementation ([1], page 604; emphasis added). Though there is
empirical evidence of a positive association with an authoritative decision to use the
intervention, there is a negative relationship with fully implementing or routinizing
the intervention [1]. On the other hand, key ideas that come from outside the
organization and that are then effectively tailored to the organization can result in
successful implementation [6] (See Adaptability). Sometimes, internal decisions to
adopt or implement an intervention may be perceived as externally driven. If the
decision to adopt and implement is made by leaders higher in the hierarchy who
edict change with little user input in the decision to implement an intervention,
implementation is less likely to be effective [7, 8].
B. Evidence Strength and Quality -- Stakeholders’ perceptions of the quality and
validity of evidence supporting the belief that the intervention will have desired
outcomes.
Though there is no agreed upon measure of “strong evidence”, there is empirical
support of a positive association with dissemination [9]. Support for the role of
evidence strength and quality in implementation is mixed, however [9]. Though
strong evidence is important, it is not always dominant in individual decisions to
adopt nor is it ever sufficient [10]. Evidence supporting the use of an intervention
may come through external sources (e.g., peer reviewed literature) or internally
from other sources that appear to be credible [11]. The PARiHS model lists three
sources of evidence as being key for research uptake: research studies, clinical
experience, and patient experience [12]. External and internal evidence, including
experience through piloting (see Trialability), may be combined to build a case for
implementing an intervention [11]. The more sources of evidence used, the more
likely innovations will be taken up [4, 5]. Credibility of the developers of evidence,
transparency of the process used to develop (see Engaging), and intentionally
mapping out the implementation (see Panning) to counterbalance negative and
positive perceptions of the intervention by potential users are all important for
effective implementation [13].
C. Relative advantage – Stakeholders’ perception of the advantage of implementing
the intervention versus an alternative solution [6].
Relative advantage must be recognized and acknowledged by all key stakeholders for

effective implementation [1]. If users perceive a clear, unambiguous advantage in
effectiveness or efficiency of the intervention, it is more likely the implementation
will be successful. In fact, this perceived relative advantage is sine qua non for
adoption/implementation [1]. Greenhalgh et al, the PRISM model, and Grol et al’s
implementation model all list observability as a separate construct [1, 14, 15].
Benefits of the intervention must be clearly visible (observable) to stakeholders to
assess relative advantage and thus, efforts to demonstrate benefits of the
intervention clearly will help implementation [1, 9, 14, 16, 17]. Observability was
incorporated into the relative advantage construct. Observability (or visibility) of
benefits is tightly coupled with stakeholders’ perception of relative advantage and it
would be challenging to tease out separable measures for both in the real world.
Thus, we consolidated the two factors, while acknowledging the role of both. The
extent to which the intervention is codifiable may also influence perception of
relative advantage. Many interventions contain significant tacit components and may
have significant benefits that are more difficult to understand or discern [18, 19] and
thus evaluate for relative advantage.
D. Adaptability – The degree to which an intervention can be adapted, tailored,
refined, or reinvented to meet local needs. Adaptability relies on a definition of the
intervention’s "hard core" (the “irreducible” elements of the intervention itself)
versus "soft periphery" (adaptable elements, structures and systems related to the
intervention and organization into which it is being implemented) [1, 16] of the
intervention.
Information about the hard core and soft periphery can be used to assess “fidelity”
[16]. The hard core may be defined by a research protocol or “black-box” packaging
while the soft periphery consists of factors that vary from site to site. For example, a
computerized report system has a fundamental core that users cannot change but it
might be accessed from different launch points, depending on workflows of individual
organizations. Greenhalgh, et al describe aspects of adaptability under “fuzzy
boundaries” and “potential for reinvention” [1] (page 596-597). There is a natural
tension between the need to achieve full and consistent implementation across
multiple settings while providing the flexibility for local sites to adapt the intervention
as needed [20]. An intervention that can be easily modified to adapt to the setting is
positively associated with implementation [6, 21, 22].
E. Trialability – The ability to test the intervention on a small scale in their own
organization [1] and reverse course (undo implementation) if warranted [15].
The ability to pilot an intervention has a strong positive association with effective
implementation [1]. Based on trial results, the organization may decide to go
forward with full implementation or retool and modify as needed. Also, a trial will
provide needed information about how best to implement to other units to minimize
workflow disruption. Pilot testing is a key feature of the Plan-Do-Study-Act quality
improvement cycle which allows users to find ways to increase coordination to
manage interdependence [22]. Piloting allows individuals and groups to build
experience and expertise, and time to reflect upon and test the intervention [4, 5].
Users need to be able to stop the intervention and reverse its effects if it causes
problems or is ineffective [15].
F. Complexity – Perceived difficulty of implementation, reflected by intervention type
(e.g., behavior change or plug-in technology), duration, scope, radicalness,

disruptiveness, centrality, intricacy, and number of steps required to implement [1,
6, 14].

We have combined several factors that are closely intertwined with stakeholders’
perception of complexity: the pervasiveness, scope, impact, radicalness, magnitude,
disruptiveness, centrality and duration of the intervention [1, 14]. Radical
interventions require reorientation and non-routine processes that produce
fundamental changes in the organization's activities and a clear departure from
existing practices [1] as do interventions affecting core work processes [14].
Appropriately diagnosing and assessing complexity is thought to benefit
implementation by avoiding unintended consequences [23]. There is a negative
association between stakeholder’s perception of how complex an intervention is and
effective implementation (i.e., simple interventions are more likely to be effective)
[1, 6] because it affects user satisfaction and the speed required to be competent in
using the interventions [7]. One aspect of complexity can be determnined by
assessing the “length” (the number of sequential subprocesses or steps for using or
implementing an intervention) and “breadth” (number of choices presented at
decision points) [23]. Complexity is increased when the intervention is targeting
higher numbers of potential target organizational units (teams, clinics, departments)
or types of people (providers, patients, managers) [23]. The ability to implement an
intervention incrementally (sometimes referred to as divisibility [14]; see Executing)
can influence perception of complexity.
The type of intervention, whether a technical (e.g., a new computer module) or an
administrative change (behavioral change), can contribute to the perception of
complexity. Technical interventions may include a purchased product, packaged
service, or an automated production process (e.g., computerized order entry).
Administrative interventions primarily affect organizational social structures or
processes. Most interventions are a hybrid of both. Technical interventions tend to be
more visible and administrative interventions tend to be more complex and difficult
to implement [1]. On the other hand, complex behavioral change interventions can
also work in favor of implementation. If organizations embrace an intervention as a
fundamental change to processes up front, they are more likely to do what it takes
to fully and effectively implement the intervention compared to sites that regard it as
a simple “plug-in” intervention [24]. Edmondson and colleagues describe a
"technological frame" of thinking that influences implementation effectiveness. In
their study of a new cardiac surgical approach, the sites with less successful
implementation viewed the intervention as a “plug-in technology” while those with
better implementation effectiveness regarded the intervention "as fundamental
change for the [operating] team" [24] and had more engaged support by key
stakeholders (see Leadership Engagement and Engaging). Regardless of the degree
of complexity, simple, clear, and detailed implementation plans, schedules, and task
assignments contribute to successful implementation [6].
G. Design Quality and Packaging – Excellence in how the intervention is bundled,
presented, and assembled [7].
This construct was not included in Greenhalgh, et al’s model but is included in Grol
and Wensing’s list of innovation characteristics [14]. Packaging is related to how the
intervention is bundled, presented, or assembled and even how accessible it is for
users. When components are more easily accessible to users, it promotes use of the

new procedures [13]. An unreliable or imperfectly designed intervention will
undermine success [7]. When intervention quality is perceived to be poor by users,
there are negative consequences for employee satisfaction and intervention use [7,
8].
H. Cost -- Costs of the intervention and costs associated with implementing that
intervention including investment, supply, and opportunity costs.
Costs of the intervention and those associated with implementing an intervention are
negatively associated with implementation [13, 25].

II. Outer Setting
The influence of factors from the outer setting is clear [1]. Healthcare systems are
hierarchically organized and are thus often interrelated. Changes in the outer setting
can have positive or negative influences on implementation; often mediated through
changes in the inner setting [26].
A. Patient needs & resources -- The extent to which patient needs, as well as
barriers and facilitators to meet those needs are accurately known and integral to
the organization.
Many models and theories of research uptake or implementation do acknowledge the
importance of accounting for patient characteristics [13] and assume that if they are
not accounted for, implementation will be less effective [4, 5]. The quality
improvement literature has acknowledged that having a strong focus on the
customer (patient) is an essential “core property” for making progress in
implementing quality improvement initiatives [26, 27]. Organizations who use
evidence-based practices more consistently relied on knowledge from nurses’
experiences with patient interactions [28]. Effective implementation can be
predicted, in part, by the extent to which organizations provide tools and advice that
are matched to patients’ readiness to change and when choices are presented to
enhance patient activation and autonomy [15]. The extent to which an organization
is successful in achieving this degree of “patient-centeredness” can be determined by
assessing factors in the inner setting e.g., related to Goals and Feedback (the extent
to which goals and feedback are aligned with patient needs) and Compatibility (the
extent to which an intervention targeted to help patients aligns with staff values and
meaning attached to the intervention). Attention on patient satisfaction is
consistently associated with greater perceived team effectiveness which in turn,
influences the number and depth of changes implemented in an organization [29].
B. Cosmopolitanism – the degree to which an organization is externally networked
with other external organizations.
Informal inter-organizational networks demonstrate the degree to which an
organization is externally networked which in turn, indicates the degree of
cosmopolitanism [1]. Organizations that support and promote external boundaryspanning roles are more likely to implement new practices quickly [1, 30-33]. Active
participation with professional group(s), keeping up with salient literature and
research findings, updating skills, and providing opportunities for external training is
associated with implementation [34]. Professional knowledge typically arises because
of increased boundary spanning activities, self-confidence and commitment to move
beyond status quo [35]. There is a negative relationship between cosmopolitanism

and implementation until clear advantages of the intervention become apparent [1,
36]. But the relationship is positive once the innovation is accepted as the norm by
others in the in/formal network (see Peer Pressure) [1]. Greenhalgh et al call this
external boundary spanning (internal boundary spanners are included under Network
and Communications below) and describe some aspects of cosmopolitanism under
informal interorganizational networks. When organizations promote and support
external linkages with outside organizations through their staff, they will assimilate
innovations quicker [1].
Several strands of research explore relationships inside and outside one’s
organization and apply to both Cosmopolitanism and Networks and Communications
in the inner setting. Social capital is one term often used to describe the quality and
the extent of social interactions. Dimensions of social capital include trust, shared
vision, and information sharing. Social capital can be subdivided into 1) internal
bonding social capital that examines behavior within a group of people within the
same facility and 2) external bridging social capital that examines connections to or
with people or groups outside the facility. Each individual's relationships with other
individuals both within and outside of the organization represent that individual's
social capital. In turn, the collective networks of relationships of the individuals in an
organization represent the social capital of the organization [37-40].
C. Peer Pressure -- Mimetic or competitive pressure to implement an intervention;
typically because most or other key peer or competing organizations have already
implemented or in a bid for a competitive edge.
There is strong direct evidence that the pressure to adopt an intervention,
independent of their perception of whether their patients need it or in response to a
perceived problem, influences organizational adoption and implementation,
particularly in highly cosmopolitan organizations [1]. In highly competitive markets,
organizations may more likely to implement new interventions [41]. “Peers” can
refer to any outside entity which with the organization feels some degree of affinity
or competition with at some level within their organization (e.g., competitors in the
market, other hospitals in a network, another highly regarded institution). If
competitors or colleagues in other organizations or in other parts of the same
organization are all using an innovation, people may feel compelled to do so as well.
This is referred to as “mimetic pressure” or “inter-organizational norm-setting” [1].
This pressure directly influences adoption decisions but can also trickle down to
implementation as well, if individual stakeholders are attuned to practices of outside
entities or individuals. The pressure to adopt under these circumstances is
particularly strong for late-adopting organizations [42].
D. External Policies & Incentives – A broad construct that includes external
strategies to spread interventions including policy and regulations (governmental or
other central entity), external mandates, recommendations and guidelines, pay-forperformance, collaboratives, and public or benchmark reporting [43].
We combined political directives into intentional spread strategies because
sometimes directives are incorporated into collaboratives or other spread strategies.
Greenhalgh, et al describe “political directives” and include “policy ‘push’” and
“external mandates” and cite evidence as strong (direct or indirect) in increasing
motivation, though not capacity, of organizations to implement [1](page 610).
Evidence for the influence of guidelines and public reporting is sparse and equivocal.

The threat or reality of public reporting may also motivate organizations, especially
late-adopters, to implement an intervention in an effort not to look bad compared to
their competitors. However, public reporting can also have a negative influence if
there is an adversarial relationship between the reporting entity and the target
organization. In this context, people may cover-up (compliant implementation) [44]
or engage in “box-checking” rather than true committed use. Membership in a
collaborative which adds a more active component to semi-public reporting and
guidelines may foster successful implementation but formal quality improvement
collaboratives have mixed effects [1]. Typically, collaboratives provide the
opportunity to benchmark against peers in conjunction with implementing new
practices or products. Reimbursement systems and other incentives (usually
monetary) that are controlled outside the organization are another external force
that can influence implementation [14].

III. Inner Setting
The inner setting is increasingly recognized as an active interacting facet and not just
as a backdrop in implementation [45]. Every model we reviewed considered aspects
of inner setting as shown in Appendix 2.
A. Structural Characteristics – the social architecture that describes how large
numbers of people are clustered into smaller groups and differentiated and how the
independent actions of these differentiated groups are coordinated to produce a
holistic product or service [46, 47]. This construct also includes characteristics of
organizations such as age and size.
Much support for the role of structural characteristics comes out of Damanpour’s
seminal research into organizational innovation [35]. Organizational innovation
includes implementation of innovations along with generating and developing
innovations. We extend findings into implementation as one key component of
organizational innovation. Several dimensions of structural characteristics have been
found to have significant associations with implementation. Many of these
characteristics, however, have shown mixed effects most likely because they interact
with other features of the organization [41].
Functional differentiation is the internal division of labor where coalitions of
professionals are formed into differentiated units. The number of units/departments
represents diversity of knowledge in an organization. The degree of specialization
(the number of different occupational types or specialties in an organization) can
have a positive relationship with implementing change when the knowledge base is
increased [31]. The number of departments that participate in decision-making is
positively associated with effective implementation [1, 32, 33, 35]. Centralization
(the dispersion or concentration of decision-making autonomy) has mixed effects
depending on the study [35] and the stage of intervention (initiative stage v.
implementation stage) [48]. The degree of vertical integration (the number of
hierarchical levels in departments or units) has a mixed relationship with
implementation [32, 35, 49]. Administrative intensity (the ratio of managers to total
employees) has a positive relationship with implementation [35].
Organization size is sometimes used as a proxy for other structural determinants.
Size and age of an organization are both negatively associated with implementation
when bureaucratic structure is increased as a result [42, 50].

B. Networks and Communications – The nature and quality of webs of social
networks and the nature and quality of formal and informal communications within
an organization.
The network and communications construct in the CFIR consolidates several domains
from Greenhalgh, et al including organizational structure, intraorganizational
communication, and intraorganizational networks [1]. Little is known about the
interplay between formal structure, informal networks, and effective communication.
Thus, we consolidate these concepts into a single construct to give wide latitude for
researchers to take deductive approaches to explore alternate theories such as social
networking [51] or complexity [52, 53] theories. This construct, perhaps more than
any other, requires a more grounded approach of study; leaning toward a
constructivist approach for analysis [54] until we understand more about the role of
networks and communications and especially how it interrelates with other
constructs.
Greenhalgh et al cite strong or moderate influence of intraorganizational
communication, intraorganizational networks, internal boundary spanning, and
organizational structure on implementation [1]. Coordination across departments
and specialties is essential for effective implementation to attenuate the “complex
web of sources of power and covert and overt sources of influence” that all
contribute to individual decisions about whether to cooperate [15](p 233). A core
principle of complexity theories leads to the idea that the actions of individuals and
units affect implementation, positively or negatively, in predicted and unpredicted
ways [55]. Integration to bridge traditional intra-organizational boundaries among
individual components is one of five critical elements for driving transformation in
patient care [56]. Connections between individuals, units, services, hierarchies may
be strong or weak, formal or informal, visible or invisible. Physicians and nurses may
struggle with routine (and role) changes that require coordination of activities and
sharing of information across professions or units [7]. Clear role definitions (e.g.,
physician and non-physician roles) positively influences implementation [57, 58].
The PARHiS model asserts that clearly defined physical, social, cultural, structural,
and system boundaries contributes to research uptake [4, 5].
Teamwork is emphasized as an essential “core property” for successful
implementation of quality improvement initiatives [27](page 287). The more stable
teams are (members are able to be with the team for an adequate period of time;
low turnover), the more likely implementation will be successful [24]. Relationships
with others, teamwork, and power and authority structures are all part of network
and communications and influence implementation [4, 5].
Regardless of how an organization is networked (formally and informally), the
importance of communication across the organization is clear. Communication
failures are involved with the majority of sentinel events in US hospitals – most often
between physicians and nurses [59]. High quality formal communications contribute
to effective implementation [34]. Making staff feel welcome (good assimilation); peer
collaboration and deprivatization and review (in the context of feedback about work
practices from peers), clearly communicated mission and goals (see Goals and
Feedback), cohesion between staff, informal communication quality, all contribute to
implementation [34]. Strong horizontal and informal networks have positive
relationship with adoption; e.g., physicians are influenced by the spreading of
information through peers [1]. Strong intra-organizational communications are
positively associated with implementation as is devolving decision-making to the

front-line teams or individuals [1, 60]. Strong communication includes having access
to information (see Access to Information), being well-informed, and understanding
the goals related to an intervention and all contribute to successful implementation
[8]. Vertical and formal networks can also have a positive relationship with
implementation; e.g., nurses may be most influenced by authoritative decisions [1].

C. Culture – Norms, values, and basic assumptions of a given organization [61]
Culture is not defined consistently in the literature [61] and is challenging to
generalize its influence on implementation. We include it in the CFIR because,
despite variation in use and definition, it has been shown to have significant
influence on implementation effectiveness [62, 63].
Employees impart organizational culture to new members, and culture influences in
large measure how employees relate to one another (see Networks and
Communications) and their work environment [63]. Nearly all change efforts are
targeted at visible, largely objective aspects of an organization that include work
tasks, structures, and processes. One explanation for why so many of these
initiatives fail, centers on the failure to change the less tangible organizational
assumptions, thinking, or culture [64].
Theorists propose that organizational culture is among the most critical barriers to
leveraging new knowledge and implementing technical interventions. Culture is an
important component of the inner setting [4, 5]. It is measured by eliciting
information from individuals – information can then be consolidated by team or unit
and for the organization as a whole (though this is admittedly, a reductionist
approach that falls short of describing how culture is defined through very fluid
interlacings of people and networks at many levels). The next paragraph describes
one measurement approach, the competing values framework (CVF) that has been
used in healthcare (for example, [62]) and it has been used in the VA with mixed
success [63]. However, we do not espouse any particular approach. We include a
description of the CVF because of the frequency of its use in healthcare.
The CVF was originally developed by Quinn and Rohrbaugh [65] and is an example of
a “variable definition” approach to culture: a quantitative measure that purports to
capture key aspects of the complicated dynamics of culture. Often measures of
culture are elicited from senior leaders in the organization – not from nonsupervisors. The CVF characterizes organizations along two dimensions, each
representing a basic challenge that every organization must resolve in order to
function effectively. The first set of competing values is the degree to which an
organization emphasizes central control over processes versus decentralization and
flexibility. The second set of competing values is the trade-off between focus on its
own internal environment and processes versus the external environment and
relationships with outside entities. Four archetypical organizational cultures arise: 1)
team culture (high internal focus with high flexibility (aka personal)); 2) hierarchical
culture (high internal focus with high control (aka formalized and structured)); 3)
entrepreneurial culture (high external focus with high flexibility (aka dynamic and
entrepreneurial)); and 4) rational culture (high external focus with high control (aka
production oriented)) [62, 63]. These “archetypes” are not mutually exclusive. In
one study, CVF culture was not found to be influential in the number of evidencebased practices used by healthcare organizations [62]. However, organizational
cohesion and adaptability to change are important [34], which are features found in

entrepreneurial-leaning organizations.
Formalization is negatively associated
with
innovation because of lack of flexibility
and/or low acceptance of new ideas [35]
and can foster continuance of status quo
[7]. A “balanced” culture with respect to
the
Competing Values Framework (how close
organizations are to 25-25-25-25% on
each of the four archetypical quadrants
using a Herfindahl-type measure)
contributes to perceptions of team
effectiveness and in the number of
changes implemented (though not depth
of change) [29].

D. Implementation Climate -- The
shared receptivity of involved individuals
to an intervention [1] and the extent to
which use of that intervention will be
“rewarded, supported, and expected
within their organization” [44](p 1060).
We introduce the concept of
implementation climate, that is adapted
from Klein and Sorra’s conceptual model
[44] which they also tested empirically [7,
8]. It is important to recognize that
organizations have a multiplicity of
coexisting cultures and climates.
Greenhalgh, et al refer to “receptive
context for change” and “absorptive
capacity” which each include an amalgam
of several factors. We parse these out
separately, defining some as part of
implementation climate and others as
part of readiness for implementation.
Implementation climate is a sociallyconstructed concept (i.e., a collective
reflection of stakeholders’ experience of
culture [61] as it relates to a particular
implementation) and may transcend
vertical and horizontal organizational
boundaries and interrelationships
between them. However, climate may
vary from unit to unit.
The appropriate scope of implementation
climate (at the team, unit, service line,
organization, system level, etc.) is
determined by the scope and nature of

SIDEBAR
A discussion of readiness for change, receptive context, and
implementation climate.
Models in the literature very widely in the use of these terms,
their definitions and degree of specificity. Greenhalgh et al
refer to “receptive context for change” and do not define it
other than to say that it is associated with organizations “being
better able to assimilate innovations” [1](p 607). Factors
thought to contribute to receptive context are absorptive
capacity for new knowledge, strong leadership, clear strategic
vision, good managerial relations, visionary staff in pivotal
positions, climate conducive to experimentation and risktaking, and effective data capture systems. Greenhalgh et al
also refer to “system readiness for innovation which refers to
an organization’s willingness “to assimilate a particular
innovation” and factors contributing to system readiness
include tension for change, innovation-system fit, assessment
of implications (full assessment, ahead of time, of implications
and subsequent effects), support advocacy, dedicated time and
resources, and capacity to evaluate the innovation (p 608).
The PARiHS framework refers to readiness for change which
is determined by receptivity for change, culture, leadership, and
evaluation capability [5].
Lehman et al developed an Organizational Readiness for
Change tool which is comprised of motivation for change
(including tension for change), adequacy of resources, staff
attributes, and organizational climate which includes mission,
cohesion, autonomy, communication, stress, and change [66].
Klein, Conn, and Sorra introduce the concept of
implementation climate[7] which is “targeted employees'
shared summary perceptions of the extent to which their use of
a specific innovation is rewarded, supported, and expected
within their organization” and is comprised of ensuring skills
through training, assistance, and enough time for
implementation, providing incentives, removing obstacles (e.g.,
help by leadership, access to expertise). Antecedents for a
positive implementation climate are adequate resources,
management support, and implementation policy and
procedures (the extent to which organizational policy and
procedures support the implementation; e.g., training, quality
and accessibility of the intervention, user support, time for
experimentation, communications about the implementation).
These are just a few examples of the breadth of difference in
how these terms are used. The CFIR includes implementation
climate (extending Klein, Conn, and Sorra’s definition) and
Readiness for Implementation which is comprised of more
immediate and tangible factors of available resources,
leadership engagement (commitment), and infrastructure for
information and knowledge to support intervention adoption
and use.

the particular intervention. It is important to understand up front in a particular
study, the organizational level at which “implementation climate” is salient.
Implementation climate has a significant mediating role between management
support and implementation effectiveness [7]. Implementation climate is composed
of: tension for change, compatibility, relative priority, incentives and rewards, goals
and feedback, and learning climate.
D1. Tension for change – The degree to which stakeholders perceive the current
situation as intolerable or needing change [1, 34, 57, 58].
An acute sense of the need for change can be the trigger for designing an
intervention internally. Externally developed interventions are often in response to a
need for change (or gap in performance) at a macro level, rather than locally.
Whether or not local stakeholders who are involved in local implementation actually
feel a tension for change is an important antecedent for successful implementation
[17, 56]. Effective communication (see Networks and Communications) can foster
tension for change by building dissatisfaction with status quo as well as announcing a
change, cultivating commitment, and reducing resistance [1]. When stakeholders
have first-hand experience with the problem, implementation is especially more
likely to be successful [6]. It is difficult to create a tension for change when none
actually exists.
D2. Compatibility – The degree of tangible fit between meaning and values attached
to the intervention by involved individuals, how those align with individuals’ own
norms, values, and perceived risks and needs, and how the intervention fits with
existing workflows and systems [1, 44].
Greenhalgh et al describe compatibility, meaning, and innovation-system fit. All of
three of these terms have a common root definition of aligning with stakeholders’
values and norms and then vary in the degree to which they incorporate: goals, skill
mix, strategies, and perceived needs [1]. We consolidate these together under our
definition of compatibility. Greenhalgh et al cites strong indirect and moderate direct
support for this somewhat elusive construct. For individuals, the perception of the
degree of alignment between the meaning they attach to the intervention and
meaning communicated by upper management has a strong influence on whether
they will embrace the intervention [1]. For example, an intervention that leadership
believes will improve performance may be perceived as a threat to autonomy in
treatment decisions by physicians. Meaning in this context can be negotiated and
reframed through discussions across organizational networks [1]. Compatibility is
between the intervention and supporting technologies and ways of working [1] is
also important. The degree of compatibility has a positive association with
implementation [1, 44, 67]. Changes seen as threatening or incompatible with
current conditions will be resisted [6]. Helfrich and colleagues found that perceived
fit with organizational and professional mission, core competencies, and experience
was an important predictor of successful implementation [8]. A balanced distribution
of the risks and benefits throughout the organization increases the likelihood of
acceptance [17].
D3. Relative priority – Individuals’ shared perception of the importance of the
implementation within the organization [7, 15, 44].
Few models explicitly incorporate the concept of relative priority. However, this
construct has been found to be a significant predictor for implementation

effectiveness [7]. If employees perceive that implementation is a key organizational
priority (promoted, supported, and cooperative behaviors rewarded), then
implementation climate will be strong [7]. When relative priority is high, employees
regard the intervention as an important priority rather than a distraction from their
"real work" [7]. The higher the relative priority of implementing an intervention, the
more effective the implementation is likely to be [7, 8]. The ability of an organization
to fully implement may be a function of how many other initiatives or changes have
been rolled out in the recent past which may lead to being overwhelmed with yet
another initiative [1, 6] and a low priority being assigned.
D4. Organizational Incentives & Rewards – Extrinsic incentives such as goal-sharing
awards, performance reviews, promotions, and raises in salary; also includes less
tangible incentives such as increased stature or respect [7, 8].
Financial incentives and performance evaluations are important for reinforcing beliefs
that behavior will lead to desirable results [6, 22]. Strong incentives were found to
be an important component of implementation policy and practices and is positively
associated with implementation effectiveness [7, 8]. A four-item “reward system”
subscale is included as part of the Competing Values Framework measure of culture
and it was found that the number of different types of compensation incentives used
is positively associated with comprehensiveness of the use of best practices by
healthcare organizations [62].
D5. Goals and Feedback – The degree to which goals are clearly communicated,
acted upon, and fed back to staff and alignment of that feedback with goals [23, 34,
56, 68-70].
An important feature of many individual behavior change models is setting goals and
receiving feedback on progress [68]. A recent review found that effects of using
audit and feedback mechanisms to improve practices resulted in small to moderate
effects [69]. However, studies showed wide variation of effects and little is known
about appropriate methods. In addition, nothing was said about how those audit and
feedback methods aligned with larger organizational mission and goals. Stakeholders
cannot take corrective action without sufficient feedback that is tightly coupled with
goals that are important to them [70]. Goal setting provides a benchmark that allows
people to assess whether or not the intervention is creating value [69]. From an
organizational perspective, the degree to which goals are clearly communicated,
acted upon, and staff knowing what is measured, monitored, and reported is
important to for successful implementation [56]. Less aggressive incremental goals
[69] and goals that are specific and attainable [23] will increase implementation
effectiveness. Leadership commitment, involvement, and accountability are key
features for successful implementation (see Leadership Engagement). Among the
most effective ways to engage that support is to have a change effort that is aligned
with and contributes to achieving the organizational goals of leadership [56]. Support
from leaders is more likely if they are kept involved in and informed about the
implementation [17]. A sense of collective responsibility is thought to contribute to
implementation success along with a communal understanding of mission and goals
and the sense that task decisions are made based on them [34]. The Chronic Care
Model emphasizes the importance of relying on multiple methods of evaluation and
feedback including clinical, performance, economic evaluations, and experience [57,
58].

D6. Learning Climate – A climate in which: a) leaders express their own fallibility and
need for team members’ assistance and input; b) team members feel that they are
essential, valued, and knowledgeable partners in the change process; c) individuals
feel psychologically safe to try new methods; and d) there is sufficient time and
space for reflective thinking and evaluation (in general, not just in a single
implementation) [7, 44, 71].
We include learning “climate” instead of “culture” (as described in most of the
literature) because we are interested in the learning climate of micro-environments
related to specific implementations. The degree to which an organization
demonstrates “learning” attributes will vary across sub-groups and local
manifestations of these attributes may have a stronger influence than a measure of
overall organizational learning [24]. The literature on team learning has emphasized
the organization’s role in creating the climate to enable learning and fosters
collaboration within and between cross-disciplinary teams [72]. Quantitative
measurement instruments are available for measuring an organization’s “learning”
capability [73, 74]. However, there is not agreement on precisely how to
operationalize this construct. Despite this, we can make some generalizations. In a
positive learning climate, stakeholders are not constrained by failure. A climate of
psychological safety is promoted. Psychological safety has predicted engagement in
quality improvement work [71]. Having the time and space for reflective thinking
and evaluation (see Reflecting and Evaluating) is another important characteristic at
least, in part, because it promotes learning from past successes and failures to
inform future implementations [8, 24, 68]. Developing a climate that promotes
learning is a “core property” that health care organizations need for on-going quality
improvement [27](pg. 287). A learning climate is an important contributor for
increasing absorptive capacity for new knowledge: the ability of an organization to
fully assimilate interventions [1]. Greenhalgh, et al include learning organization
culture within their concept of absorptive capacity of new knowledge along with
existing knowledge and skills (tacit and explicit), and within proactive leadership.
E. Readiness for Implementation -- Tangible and immediate indicators of
organizational commitment to its decision to implement an intervention, consisting of
3 sub-constructs. Implementation readiness is differentiated from implementation
climate in the literature, by its inclusion of specific tangible and immediate indicators
of organizational commitment to its decision to implement an intervention.
Implementation readiness is differentiated from implementation climate by its
inclusion of more tangible and even more immediate indicators of organizational
commitment to its decision to implement an intervention. The term “readiness for
change” has a broad range of conceptualizations in the literature. Simpson and
colleagues developed an organizational readiness for change measurement
instrument that includes 18 organizational domains [75]. The PARiHS model
describes readiness for change in terms of setting, culture, leadership, and
evaluation [5, 76]. Greenhalgh, et al include tension for change, innovation-systems
fit, assessing implications, support and advocacy, time and resources, and capacity
to evaluate in their “system readiness for innovation” domain [1] (page 607-608). In
addition, both the PARiHS model and Greenhalgh, et al describe “receptivity for
change;” a related but not synonymous term. In the PARiHs model, it is included as
a domain in the inner setting that indicates readiness for change while Greenhalgh,
et al present “receptive context for change” as a general feature of organizations
that include six over-arching constructs (e.g. strong leadership; page 607). We
describe below, those constructs that contribute directly to an organization’s

readiness for implementation: leadership engagement, available resources, and
access to information and knowledge.
E1. Leadership Engagement – Commitment, involvement, and accountability of
leaders and managers [7, 8, 17, 56, 77].
Commitment, involvement, and accountability of leaders and managers have a
significant influence on the success of implementation [17, 56]. Anything less than
wholehearted support from leaders dooms implementation to failure [77]. Leadership
support in terms of commitment and active interest leads to a stronger
implementation climate which is, in turn, related to implementation effectiveness;
this association is strengthened, the more users are required to work together to
implement [7, 8]. Leaders can be important conduits to help persuade stakeholders
via interpersonal channels and by modeling norms (see Learning Climate) associated
with implementing an intervention [22]. Managerial patience (taking a long-term
view rather than short-term) allows time for the often inevitable reduction in
productivity until the intervention takes hold which heightens the likelihood of
successful implementation [7]. Middle managers, in addition to high-level leaders,
are important for their ability to network (see Networks and Communication) and
negotiate for resources (see Available Resources) and priority (see Relative Priority).
Middle managers are more likely to support implementation if they believe that doing
so will promote their own organizational goals (see Compatibility) and if they feel
involved in discussions about the implementation (see Engaging) [60].
E2. Available Resources – The level of resources dedicated for implementation and
on-going operations including money, training, education, physical space, and time
[2, 16, 20, 22, 59, 60].
The level of resources dedicated for implementation is positively associated with
implementation [2, 16, 20, 22, 59, 60] but is not necessarily sufficient to guarantee
success [11]. Financial resources acts as a partial mediator between management
support (see Leadership Engagement) and implementation policy and procedures
[7]. Organizations may have “slack resources” that allow people to “squeeze” time
for adopting an implementation on top of what they are already doing without
noticeably impacting another area. Slack resources are thought to promote
absorptive capacity because of the increased ability to absorb failure [35, 78].
Though, in a meta-analysis of several studies slack resources was not a significant
influence, perhaps because of the lack of distinction between different types of slack
resources [35].
E3. Access to information and knowledge – Ease of access to digestible information
and knowledge about the intervention and how to incorporate it into work tasks [1,
7, 8, 79].
Ready access to digestible information about the intervention and how to incorporate
it into work tasks is essential for successful implementation [1, 7, 8]. Information
and knowledge includes all sources such as experts, staff with experience (including
those not necessarily achieving “expert” status), training, and computerized
information systems. The number of different knowledgeable occupational types or
specialties who involved with the implementation is positively associated with
effective implementation [79]. When timely on-the-job training is available,
especially at a team level, implementation is more likely to be successful [1].
Education, training, and access to information about the intervention are all key

strategies to move stakeholders from unengaged to fully committed users of the
intervention [14].

IV. Characteristics of Individuals
Organizations are made up of individuals. Setting and intervention constructs are
rooted, ultimately, in the actions and behaviors of individuals. Little is known about
the interplay between individuals and their ripple effects through their teams, units,
networks, and organizations on implementation.
A. Knowledge and Beliefs – Individuals’ attitudes toward the intervention and
familiarity with facts, truths, and principles related to the intervention.
Users’ skilled and enthusiastic use of the intervention, are two key features of
effective implementation [44]. These attributes are important to understand at
individual and sub-group levels in order to assess quality of implementation and
prospects for sustainability.
Skill in using the intervention is a primarily cognitive function that relies on adequate
how-to knowledge and knowledge of underlying principles or rationale for adopting
the intervention [21]. Skill levels reflect the effectiveness of training. If this
knowledge (see Access to Information and Knowledge) is not obtained prior to an
individual having to use the intervention, rejection and discontinuance are likely [7].
The competence of individuals to judge the effectiveness of an intervention is
facilitated by their understanding of underlying principles that justify using the
intervention. When knowledge can be codified and transferred across contexts,
implementation is more likely to be successful [1].
Enthusiastic use of an intervention requires a positive affective response to the
intervention. Often, subjective opinions obtained from peers, based on personal
experiences are more accessible and convincing and these opinions help to generate
enthusiasm (more so than objective evidence requiring cognitive responses) [21].
The converse can be true as well, however, creating a negative source of active or
passive resistance.
B. Self-efficacy – Individual belief in their own capabilities to execute courses of
action to achieve implementation goals [80]. Self-efficacy is a significant component
in most individual behavior change theories and models [68].
Self-efficacy is a key variable in most individual behavior change models [68].
Stakeholders with high self-efficacy are more likely to make a decision to embrace
the intervention and exhibit committed use even in the face of obstacles. However, if
they are not confident in their ability to use the intervention or experience a level of
failure early-on, they will not be motivated to persist in the face of challenges that
may arise [68].
C. Individual Stage of Change - Characterization of the phase an individual is in, as
he or she progresses toward skilled, enthusiastic, and sustained use of the
intervention [14].
Stage of change of individuals is an important measure of implementation progress
and indicator of what kinds of engagement and educational strategies will be needed

for effective implementation. The CFIR is agnostic to which of the many models of
stages of change are used to assess this construct. Some aspects of stages may
overlap with knowledge and beliefs, described above. Grol et al outline 10 different
taxonomies of stages and then propose their own 5-stage model, each with 2 substages [14].
D. Individual Identification with Organization - A broad construct related to how
individuals perceive the organization and their relationship and degree of
commitment with that organization. These attributes may affect the willingness of
staff to fully engage in implementation efforts or use the intervention [81-84].
This collection of measures has not been studied widely in healthcare. However, the
organizational literature does include several concepts in studies of organizational
change that may be interrelated or have independent influence on implementation.
Because this is a relatively new constellation of masures, we included rationale for its
inclusion in the main paper.

V. Process
The single most difficult domain to define, measure, or evaluate in
implementation research is process. Many theories abound in just how
implementation (or change) should be enacted embodied by theories of total quality
management, integrated care, complexity theory, organizational learning, and others
[14]. These approaches may be somewhat prescriptive, geared toward “what works.”
The CFIR’s main goal is to foster knowledge-building into why implementations
succeed or fail [85]. The CFIR is agnostic to any particular prescribed implementation
approach. However, most approaches have four components in common (though
sometimes only implicitly): planning, engaging, executing, and reflecting and
evaluating. We provide relatively broad definitions for each of these areas because
there are many process paths to effective implementation; from pre-planned
sequential steps to rapid cycle improvements with quick and brief plans for small
incremental tests to covert grass-roots efforts. The process of implementation is
transient, by definition. Small efforts may produce deep and broad improvements
while large efforts may result in little to no improvements [53]. We argue that
regardless of where any particular implementation process lays on this continuum,
success is most likely in the presence of these four constructs. The four constructs
together echo the four component of the PDSA cycle that is a part of the quality
improvement paradigm [86]: Plan, Do (execute), Study (reflect and evaluate), and
Act (adjust the plan and/or execute, as appropriate). We have added engagement as
a highlighted part of a cyclical approach because of the importance of engaging key
individuals strategically in the process. The four constructs, plan, engage, execute,
along with reflect and evaluate are often done in an incremental or spiral approach to
implementation – there may be fits and starts with many iterations of complete and
incomplete cycles to accomplish implementation (as depicted in Figure 1 in the main
paper).
The CFIR takes a broader view of process than is implied by the PARiHS model’s use
of “facilitation.” Kitson, et al assert that facilitation should be informed by the
findings of the content and context analysis [76]. The CFIR defines process that
includes facilitation as one potential mechanism in the process of connecting an
intervention and setting with effective implementation.

As stated in the main paper, rarely, are the four process activities done in order and
are not meant to be sequential. Nearly always, these four activities are done in a
spiral or incremental approach to implementation; each activity will be revisited,
expanded, refined, and re-evaluated throughout implementation. These constructs
can be studied from the perspective of an observer or can be used to guide planning
and execution. The more effectively each of the four mechanisms is carried out, the
more effective implementation will be.
A. Planning – The degree to which a scheme or method of behavior and tasks for
implementing an intervention are developed in advance and quality of those schemes
or methods.
Planning is one of four fundamental activities in the PSDA (Plan-Do-Study-Act) cycle
for implementing change in quality improvement efforts [87]. An assumption
underlying implementation models is that they guide planning. This is not always
explicitly stated, however. Greenhalgh et al, describe a continuum of conceptual and
theoretical bases for spread of innovations in organizations from “let happen,”
unpredictable, emergent adoption to “make it happen,” scientific, planned
implementation [1]. More research is needed into the role of planning and the nature
of quality of planning and its influence on implementation.
B. Engaging – Attracting and involving appropriate individuals in the
implementation and use of the intervention through a combined strategy of social
marketing, education, role modeling, training, and other similar activities.
Engaging members of teams tasked with implementing an intervention (or to be
“first users”) is an often overlooked part of implementation. It is vital that early
members are carefully and thoughtfully selected [24]. The positive influence of
having the “right people in the right seats” [88] is strong. Likewise, having the
wrong people or missing key opportunities to “engage” important individuals can
have tremendous negative influence on implementation success. An approach used
in some implementations, is simply to select people by virtue of their role in the
organization or to select somewhat randomly. This approach may be effective in
some situations but in others it squanders a valuable opportunity to build a cohesive
team consisting of effective champions and stakeholders who are most likely to make
the implementation a success. If supporters of the intervention outnumber and are
better strategically positioned than opponents are, the implementation is more likely
to be successful [1]. Involving all stakeholders (e.g., leadership, agents, users) early
in implementation enhances success [1]. Engaging staff in meaningful problemsolving is one of five interactive elements critical to transform patient care [56].
Implementation will be more effective when key individuals are dedicated (in terms
of time and energy), empowered, and supported in their efforts [15, 89, 90] and if
they are homophilous (similar socioeconomic, professional, educational, and cultural
backgrounds) with intended users [1]. Key individuals are those who rise up in any
capacity to help shepherd the implementation process to completion.
Implementation leaders may be opinion leaders, formally appointed internal
implementation leaders, champions, and/or external change agents. The quality of
support provided by these implementation leaders is positively associated with
implementation [91]. Effectively identifying and engaging these key individuals early
in the process is important [92]. These leadership roles are used inconsistently and
sometimes synonymously in the literature [1]. It is important to provide clarity in

defining these roles. Implementation leaders may emerge somewhat organically
through the course of implementation. For example, a leader may emerge out of a
grass-roots (bottom-up) initiative to improve compliance with an infection control
practice. Alternatively, implementation leaders may be identified through top-down
appointment for example, by appointing local champions or a project coordinator.
The PARiHS model asserts that “the role of the appropriately prepared facilitator,
along with the team(s) they are working with, is to construct a programme of change
that meets individual and team learning needs” [76](p 22). The CFIR takes a broader
view, recognizing the role of many different types of leaders and influencers. Specific
roles and expectations will vary depending on the study and setting and even over
time within a single implementation effort. We describe several roles that appear in
the literature below. However, any one role cannot function in isolation; personal
characteristics certainly matter but relationships between these individuals can be
more important than individual roles or characteristics [93].
B1. Opinion Leaders – Individuals in an organization who have formal or informal
influence on the attitudes and beliefs of their colleagues with respect to
implementing the intervention [1, 21]. There is general agreement that there are 2
different types of opinion leaders: 1) experts; and 2) peers [94].
Rogers defines opinion leaders in terms of the degree to which an individual is able
to influence other attitudes or overt behavior informally in a desired way [21]. But
opinion leaders can also exert a strong negative effect as well [94]. External change
agents often use opinion leaders in a social system as “lieutenants” in diffusion
activities [21]. Opinion leaders can lose respect of their peers if they come to be
regarded as a professional change agent [21]. The role and definition of opinion
leaders is varied and complex. Its effect on promoting use of interventions is mixed
based on a review of randomized control trials ranging from -6% to +25% in
improving behaviors of healthcare professionals [95].
B2. Formally Appointed Internal Implementation leaders – Individuals from within
the organization who have been formally appointed with responsibility for
implementing an intervention as coordinator, project manager, team leader, or other
similar role.
This role includes individuals from within the organization who have been formally
appointed with responsibility for implementation. These leaders may or many not
have explicit time dedicated to the task but they will be more effective if they have
dedicated time rather than as a distraction on top of other job duties [15]. For these
leaders, implementation is “part of the job.” Internal implementation leaders may
also act as a champion or opinion leader, or may simply execute a plan or organize
meetings between key individuals. Whether or not these leaders play a dual-role
(e.g., a project coordinator who is also a champion) depends on the degree of
passion, creativity, and willingness to take risks.
B3. Champions – “Individuals who dedicate themselves to supporting, marketing,
and ‘driving through’ an [implementation]” [96](p. 182), overcoming indifference or
resistance that the intervention may provoke in an organization.
The main distinction of champion from opinion leader is that a champion is actively
involved with the implementation. There is adage that an intervention “either finds a
champion or dies” [96]. A defining characteristic of champions is their willingness to

risk informal status and reputation because they believe so strongly in the
intervention. Champions may occur at different levels of the organization: 1) Frontline champions who are most effective when they are able to defend and develop
cross-functional coalitions within the organization of individuals who strongly believe
in the intervention and are able to articulate the benefits in a way to move other
individuals to fully embrace the intervention; and/or 2) supervisor or manager
champions who empower front-line champion(s) and provide autonomy from rules,
procedures and systems of the organization so the front-line champions can establish
creative solutions to existing problems and who harnesses support from other
members of the organization. Effective champions garner support from those in
authority and/or build a broad base of support. There is strong to moderate support
for the role of champions [1, 8, 21] though the literature is mixed on the influence of
champions on implementation.
B4. External Change Agents – Individuals who are affiliated with an outside entity
who formally influence or facilitate intervention decisions in a desirable direction.
External change agents usually have professional training in a technical field related
to organizational change science or in the technology being introduced into the
organization. This role includes outside researchers who may be implementing a
multi-site intervention study and also includes other formally appointed individuals
from an external entity (related or unrelated to the organization); e.g., a facilitator
from the corporate or regional office.
The more external change agents actually do on behalf of the receiving organization,
the more likely implementation will be successful in the near-term but the less likely
the intervention can be sustained; the less they do, the less effective implementation
is likely to be in the near-term but more effective over the longer term because local
individuals may take more ownership. The PARiHS framework describes facilitators
who are task-oriented versus holistic, the latter approach being valued more highly
than the former [5].
C. Executing – Carrying out or accomplishing the implementation according to plan
Clearly execution of implementation plans and tasks is necessary for effective
implementation. Quality of execution may consist of the fidelity of implementation to
planned courses of action, timeliness of task completion, and degree of engagement
of key involved individuals (e.g., implementation leaders) in the implementation
process. There is not a consensus in the literature about how to assess fidelity –
especially how to do so in a standardized way across studies and settings; it may not
be appropriate to do so. Pearson, et al defined fidelity in terms of the extent to which
hard core components of the intervention were implemented and also, quality and
depth of implementation (together comprising intensity of implementation) [97]. The
latter dimension (intensity) was subjectively determined based on organizational
documents, meetings, communications, and other study materials.
Execution of an implementation plan can be organic with no obvious or formal
planning which makes this construct challenging to assess. However, in addition to a
well developed plan, three general approaches increase the likelihood of success. Dry
runs are simulations or practice sessions that allow team members to learn how to
use the intervention before going live and help train and prepare users [24]. Pilots or
trials of a new intervention also allow users to test procedures, gain confidence, and
build an environment of psychological safety as members are encouraged to take on

new behaviors, and make adjustments [24]. More complex interventions may lead to
incremental interventions [35, 98, 99]. Breaking down the intervention into
manageable parts that can be adopted incrementally has a positive relationship with
adoption [35] because incremental implementation allows people to feel that they
have enough time to do their work and to learn new skills associated with the shift to
the new intervention [8]. Successes in early increments of the implementation help
increase confidence, give an opportunity to make adjustments, and gain new
“believers.”

D. Reflecting and Evaluating – Quantitative and qualitative feedback about the
progress and quality of implementation accompanied with regular personal and team
debriefing about progress and experience.
Theoretical and Empirical Support
This is another often overlooked part of an effective implementation process.
Evaluation includes traditional forms of feedback such as reports and graphs and also
non-quantitative feedback including anecdotal stories of success. This kind of
feedback is an essential component captured in many individual behavior change
theories and models [68] and has strong to moderate evidence at an organizational
level [1]. Less attention is paid, in the literature, to the need for group and personal
reflection. Time must be taken to reflect or “debrief” before, during, and after
implementation. These times of reflection help foster a learning climate – one in
which a successful implementation can be ingrained into institutional memory and
help improve the odds for future implementations [24] [34]. Even failures, when
reflected upon in an effective way, can lead to future success when the root causes
for the failure are uncovered in a psychologically safe and open way [44].
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